
To add gain in the LOW pass filter by 5dB, remove the "HP Jumper" and install the 10K resistor and 47P cap as well as the 12K7 resistor.  All these parts are 
drawn with dashed lines.  To increase the gain by 10dB replace the 12K7 resistor with 4K64. For 12dB, replace the 12K7 with 3K32, and for 20dB use 1K10.
The formula for the gain of the output stage is:  log((10K/12K7)+1)x20
To determine the replacement value for the 12K7 resistor for specific gains use the formula: 10K/((10^( /20))-1  where  is the desired gain in decibels.

Gain in the HIGH pass filter is determined by an output stage that is the 
same as the LOW pass output stage. The same formulas specified below 
for the LOW pass output stage can be applied to the HIGH pass output 
stage, where the 10K0 is the feedback resistor and  the 12K7 is the 
feedback shunt resistor.

Whichever filter has the 11 position rotary attenuator 
(HIGH pass or LOW pass) will normaly have +5dB of 
gain. Note that the attenuator simply subtracts from 
zero to 11dB, in one dB steps, from the signal.

Changing resistor 
values in the attenuator 
switch circuit can 
further reduce the gain 
in whichever filter it is 
placed. To double the 
attenuation of the lower 
five positions, which 
are normally -1dB to 
-5dB , in 1 dB steps, to 
produce an attenuation 
range of  -2dB to 
-10dB, in 2 dB steps,  
replace the following 
resistors:
#1  21K5 --> 46K4 
#2  18K2 --> 34K8
#3  15K0 --> 25K5
#4  12K4 --> 18K2
#5  10K0 --> 12K4
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To change HP gain to +15dB 
maximum, replace 12K7 with 4K99 
and replace 10K with 23K2. This 
assumes the attenuator is in the HP 
circuit.

To change attenuator steps to 3dB 
(from 1dB) replace the 10K shunt 
resistors with a 2K00, and replace 
the switched resistors as follows:

#1 - 61K9      #6 - 9K31
#2 - 43K2      #7 - 5K90
#3 - 29K4      #8 - 3K65
#4 - 20K5      #9 - 2K00
#5 - 14K0    #10 - 825R

To change LP gain to +15dB maximum, 
replace 12K7 with 4K99 and replace 10K 
with 23K2. This assumes the attenuator is 
in the LP circuit.




